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Side Sleeping

Back Sleeping

Independently elevated side 
sections accommodate right and 
left shoulder size di�erences 
keeping the head and neck neutral, 
reducing shoulder/neck stress, and 
relieving muscle and nerve tension.

Neck Support
Contours to the 
cervical curvature 
promoting optimal 
alignment in both 
back and side 
sleeping positions.

Adjustable section to
customize sleeping style
Fillable channel for when 
back-sleeping is not possible.

Recessed center cradles the 
head and reduces head jut to 
promote an open airway and 

reduce snoring.

Customizable
Discreet zippers allow 
access for adjusting the 
amount and type of fill 
in every section.

Neck & Shoulder Pain
Injury Recovery

Arthritis
Posture

Headaches
Muscle Spasms

Breathing/Snoring
Anti-aging

Convertible to accommodate any
sleeping style and future changes.



Set up instructions (complete all steps
before first use)
Find a day when you have plenty of time to make adjustments; do not spend the 
first night on it without test runs, as you may want to add or subtract fill from one 
or more sections.

Noble pillowcases are specially designed to fit your pillow correctly. Use only gusseted pillowcases. The 
pillow will not work as intended with a conventional pillowcase. Wash the pillowcase before first use.

Step 1: Flu�/Spread the fill in every section (Videos on website)
Remove the pillowcase. Unzip the outer pillow and lay it and the inner core 
flat. Evenly distribute the fill in each section of the outer pillow and core by 
picking apart the fill inside and spreading it around. (note: it is unnecessary 
to take the fill out of the pillow). Put the pillow and case back together.

Find and use the appropriate graphic for your sleeping style (combination, 
back only, or side sleeping only) on pages 3,4, or 5 for instruction on which 
sections need more/less fill according to your assessment and comfort. 
Use the Pillow Map (Fig.2) to assist.

Put a towel down, and prop the pillow with the zipper end up. Use the 
telescopic tool for the neck support or hard-to-reach areas. Store 
unneeded fill in the provided bag for later.

After adjusting, re-flu� and disperse the fill evenly before reassessing. 
Continue adjusting until your desired level of comfort is achieved. Take a 
nap, meditate, or just rest for a few minutes to test the pillow before 
spending an entire night on it. Repeat monthly or after major changes like 
weight/shape change. Pillowcases are not prewashed and should be 
washed per the care instructions.

Step 4: Reflu�/Spread the fill and repeat as needed

Step 3: Adjust the pillow based on your assessment (See Fig.2)

Step 2: Assess your sleep posture and comfort level on your bed (See Fig.1)
The top of the pillow and the pillowcase are marked by the crown logo.

Back Sleeping - Lay your head in the center and pull the neck support 
(sections 3 +4) into the curvature of your neck. Pull the corners of the 
pillow to the shoulders.

Side Sleeping - Lay on the left or right side sleeping zones with the neck 
support pulled firmly to the shoulder. If you do not spend any time on your 
back, you can fill in the center (section 8) and will not have to move out of 
the middle.

Use Fig.1 as well as your level of comfort to assess. You can go by feel, use 
a mirror or selfie mode on your device, set a timer on your phone, or have 
someone else take a picture or o�er feedback.
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Angles Neck Upward Angles Neck Downward

Fig. 1

BACK
SLEEPING

Neck Alignment
NEUTRAL
ALIGNMENT

Neck Supported with
Normal Cervical
Curvature

PILLOW
HIGH

Loss of Normal
Cervical Curvature

PILLOW
LOW

Exaggerates Cervical
Curvature and can
cause snoring

Neck Supported with
Normal Cervical
Curvature

Pillow Map
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Zippers allow easy 
access to adjust the 

amount or type of fill 
in each of the nine 

sections.



3Combination Sleeper

Combination Sleeping

Top of Head Zone
(Controls Head Tilt)

Neck Zone (Controls Neck Support)

Start with section 1, then section 6 if needed.
• If your head tilts too forward, remove fill.
• If your head tilts backward, add fill.

Left Side-Sleeping Zone
Use section 9 to make higher or lower.

Right Side-Sleeping Zone
Use section 7 to make higher or lower.

Back Sleeping Zone
A light layer can be added to section 8 to

finetune comfort level or make less of a
cradling e�ect.

For less neck support:
• Start by removing fill from section 3 and then section 4 if needed.
For more neck support:
Try any of these options to your preference.
• Add fill to section 4.
• Add fill to section 3. Careful not to overstu� section 3 may cause the neck support to be too firm for comfort.
• Remove fill from section 2 (add fill to section 5 if head height becomes too low).

Middle Head Zone
(Controls Overall Head Height)
• To lower head height and feel more neck support, remove fill from
 section 2. It's ok to remove all the filling in some cases.
• To lower head height without feeling more neck support, remove fill from section 5.
• To increase head height and feel less neck support, add fill to section 2.
• To increase head height without feeling less neck support, add fill to section 5.



Back Only Sleeperwww.noblepillow.com

Back Sleeping Only

Top of Head Zone
(Controls Head Tilt)

Neck Zone (Controls Neck Support)

Start with section 1, then section 6 if needed.
• If your head tilts too forward, remove fill.
• If your head tilts backward, add fill.

For less neck support:
• Start by removing fill from section 3 and then section 4 if needed.
For more neck support:
Try any of these options to your preference.
• Add fill to section 4.
• Add fill to section 3. Careful not to overstu� section 3 may cause the neck support to be too firm for comfort.
• Remove fill from section 2 (add fill to section 5 if head height becomes too low).

Middle Head Zone
(Controls Overall Head Height)
• To lower head height and feel more neck support, remove fill from
 section 2. It's ok to remove all the filling in some cases.
• To lower head height without feeling more neck support, remove fill from section 5.
• To increase head height and feel less neck support, add fill to section 2.
• To increase head height without feeling less neck support, add fill to section 5.

Left Side Zone
• Add fill to sections 7 & 9 for more head cradling.

• Remove fill to sections 7 & 9 for less cradling
and less pressure on ears.

Back Sleeping Zone
• Add a di�erent fill type to section 8 for more/less softness.

• Add fill to section 8 for head elevation or less cradling.
• Empty section 8 for max cradling.

Right Side Zone
• Add fill to sections 7 & 9 for more head cradling.

• Remove fill to sections 7 & 9 for less cradling
and less pressure on ears.
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Side Only Sleeper

Top of Head Zone
(Fine-tunes head tilt)

Neck Zone (Controls Neck Support)

Start with section 1, then section 6 if needed.
• If your head tilts too forward, remove fill.
• If your head tilts backward, add fill.

For less neck support:
• Start by removing fill from section 3 and then section 4 if needed.
For more neck support:
Try any of these options to your preference.
• Add fill to section 4.
• Add fill to section 3. Careful not to overstu� section 3 may cause the neck support to be too firm for comfort.
• Remove fill from section 2 (add fill to section 5 if head height becomes too low).

Middle Head Zone
(Fine-tunes neck support and comfort
sensations)
• To feel more neck support, remove fill from section 2. It's ok to remove
 all the filling in some cases.
• To feel less neck support, add fill to section 2.

Side Sleeping Only

Left Side Zone
For left-side sleeping, add fill to section 9 for

more loft or remove if the head is too high.

Right Side Zone
For right-side sleeping, add fill to section 7 for

more loft or remove if the head is too high.

Center Zone
Set height to the dominant or injured sleeping side.

Adjust Sections 7, 8 & 9 first
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• Make sure you follow the flu�ng instructions.
• Only use a gusseted pillowcase like a Noble 

Pillowcase and follow the washing 
instructions; if it shrinks or pinches on the 
sides, it will compress and make the pillow 
sti�.

• Try removing the filling from sti� areas.
• If you received softer fill types like memory 

foam, try switching out or mixing fill for a 
hybrid density.

• If you need softer fills, don't hesitate to 
contact us.

Troubleshooting/FAQ
Pillow is too firm

• Be sure to follow directions for your sleeping 
style on pages 3,4 or 5 first.

• When pulling the neck support into position, 
be sure to include the base support (section 
4); you may need to pull from underneath the 
bottom of the pillow.

• In some cases, the pillow may be rotated or 
flipped over. The pillowcase can be put on to 
line up with the new orientation.

Want to feel more neck support

• A bamboo pillow-topper smooths out the 
texture. It is reversible to choose a 
preference for a thicker or thinner side.

• Switch the stu�ng out with CertiPur-US 
certified memory foam or other soft fill.

I can't get used to the natural fibers/
clumpy

• You may need more time transitioning. One 
handful of fill at a time spread out over a 
tolerable time frame. Don't force "perfect 
posture" too quickly.

• Certain situations like GERDS or surgery may 
require di�erent elevation; consult your 
health specialist.

I don't have a neutral posture like in
Figure 1

• Be sure to perform maintenance and frequent 
flu�ng, especially if it feels flat.

• Reassess. Maybe your body changed, 
especially after travel, prolonged sitting, or 
positive postural improvements.

• Pillow-care or self/home re-stu�ng may be 
necessary (learn more on our website).

My pillow stopped working/feeling
good

• Check to see if the head is tilted too far back 
or forward (too much cervical flexion or 
extension).

• Start by adjusting section 1 and then 6 if 
needed.

*Snoring and certain types of sleep apnea can 
also be caused by alcohol, overeating, or 
eating too close to bedtime.

Snoring/trouble breathing

Follow the directions to convert the pillow for 
your sleeping style on page 5. The pillow 
comes set to a combination style by default.

Side sleeper only, and the pillow
doesn't seem set right

The zoned construction keeps the right 
amount of structure in the correct places. Fill 
movement within the sections allows for 
necessary contouring; some fill shifting is 
normal and beneficial.

The fill moves around

Follow the care instructions to avoid shrinkage 
unless intending to keep your pillow loft low 
and you feel the case is baggy; in this instance, 
you may shrink to fit.
Extra cases can be purchased anytime.

The pillowcase doesn't fit



If you take the time to learn your pillow and are patient with your 
transformation, you can reap the life-changing benefits as so many 
others. We want you to be successful, and we’re on your team. 
Please get in touch with us if you need assistance.

HOW TO USE &
MAINTENANCE Need Help? Contact Us

support@noblepillow.comwww.noblepillow.com

SCAN QR WITH
PHONE CAMERA

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

“As a medical doctor and former cancer researcher, I highly recommend Noble Pillows to all my 
patients due to their superior design, adaptability, and non-toxic luxury feel. I treat adults and teens 
with various medical conditions, and I feel they could all benefit from using Noble Pillows. The Noble 
head pillow was meticulously designed to help improve alignment and promote regenerative sleep 
for everyone, regardless of size, anatomy, or sleeping position. The pillow is an absolute revolution 
compared to pillows that can’t be modified or to conventional adjustable pillows with only one or two 
chambers; they are not equipped to dynamically support the neck and head like Noble Pillow does. 
When used with the lower body pillow, the Noble Pillows provide total spine support. I 
wholeheartedly endorse the Noble head and lower body pillows as they are the best products on the 
market for adjustable, non-toxic spinal support.”

Dr. Allyson La Barbara MD, FAAP

“The Noble Pillow is taking a giant leap forward in sleep technology. Combining ergonomic structure 
with individualized customization is what makes this pillow shine. After all, we all have di�erent 
anatomies and degrees of postural support needed for proper support. The expert creativity and 
thought that went into this design takes sleep posture to a new level. A significant consideration 
when making all-night health a priority is most people will change position to some degree during 
the night, and accounting for these shifts from back sleeping to side sleeping is essential. This 
versatility encourages incremental improvement in sleep posture over time, avoiding the pitfall of 
forcing “perfect” posture, which can be too abrupt for some, causing discomfort and muscle pain. 
Slow and consistent change works best. The Noble Pillow does a great job addressing the 
musculoskeletal challenges most people face when looking to reduce pain and sleep comfortably. 
When combined with the Noble Lower Body Pillow, they work together as a sleep system for the 
whole kinetic chain, making for an impressively transformative night’s sleep.”

-Dr. Gabe A. Fierro-Fine, MD

Medical Pillow Reviews

www.noblepillow.com


